FEATURED ART INSTALLATIONS

A. So It Flows
Bill & Karma Simmons, 2011
A horizontal corten steel fence structure that evokes the flow of the Spokane River.
Located at the Hamblen Overlook along the Centennial Trail near Nettleton St.

B. Al’s Cube
Mario Uribe, 2011
A steel cube sculpture with internal patterns reflecting the Buddhist sacred geometric philosophy of heaven, earth, and man.
Located in Olmsted Brothers Green park.

C. Bulldozer
Roger Berry, 2012
This corten steel sculpture reflects the silent power and toughness of those who built our communities.
Located near the Maple Street Bridge overpass along Summit Parkway.

D. Millennium Mobius
Peter Forakis, 2000
A sculpture installation made of painted red steel, reflecting the fascination with and power of geometry.
Located on The Nest Plaza.

E. Wet to Dry
Unknown, 2012
This concrete stamped word ladder was inspired by the interaction between water (“WET”) and land (“DRY”) throughout our entire region.
Located on The Nest Plaza.

F. Cherry Blossom Cathedral
Cain & Todd Benson, 2012
A large scale painted mural of “life under the canopy in the smallest detail.”
Located in the Kendall Yards Welcome Center.

G. Love Letter to Spokane
Cain & Todd Benson, 2012
This hidden gem is a painted mural of life in our great city.
Located in the hallway between the Kendall Yards Welcome Center and Central Food.

H. Mixed Forms
Harold Balaz, 2012
This steel sculpture by a local cultural icon, is an ode to the geometry of life.
Located in front of The Yards in the business district.

I. Parliament of Hares
Beth Cavener Stichter, 2010
This permanent bronze sculpture installation is a nod to the British fable of forest governance.
Located in front of Spa Paradiso in the business district.

J. Fish Eye View
Melissa Singh Cole, 2015
Representing the quality of life we enjoy in Spokane, this colorful mural depicts the natural beauty and harmonious relationship of the Spokane River and Centennial Trail.
Located on the mixed-use building in Adams Alley.

POINTS OF INTEREST
1. Sunset Overlook
2. Future Sunset Park
3. Sandifur Trail Connection
4. Riverbend Overlook
5. Big Table Overlook
6. Hamblen Overlook
7. Olmsted Green Park
8. The Gorge Overlook
9. Monroe Street Overlook
10. The Nest Plaza